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Isotherm CRUISE 130 DRINK Stainless Steel Fridge Only (No Freezer)
The Isotherm Cruise 130 Drink INOX Stainless Steel is a special version of the Cruise 130 providing the customer
with an extra space for drinks instead of the traditional freezer compartment. It is equipped with interior light
and a fan for cool air distribution inside the fridge. Wine bottle racks are available as option.
The Isotherm Cruise 130 Drink is a large 4.6 cubic foot under counter
fridge with innovative cooling evaporator protected by an aluminum shield
with built‐in air circulation fan that pulls cold air across the evaporator and
circulates the air in a convection to keep temperatures the same on top and
bottom shelves inside the fridge. A condensation tray positioned under the
evaporator captures condensate and channels it out the back, into an
evaporation tray. This keep the Cruise 130 Drink free of frost issues.
The CR130 has more storage capacity than other fridges with similar dimen‐
sions in this class of refrigerator. With three molded shelves on the door,
cradles and adjustable holders, the CR130 provides ample storage to keep bottles and jars upright and secure.
Vegetable bin and hatches in the three adjustable internal shelves allow the storage of tall bottles internally.
The Isotherm Cruise 130 Drink refrigerator pairs perfectly with the Isotherm Cruise 90 Freezer to make the
ideal side by side, under the counter refrigerator and freezer combination.
The Cruise 130 Drink Stainless Steel comes equipped with a flush‐mount, 4‐side stainless steel flange.











Volume: 130 liters (4.6 cft)
Silent, high efficient, fan cooled 12/24V Danfoss BD35F
Mounting frames for a complete flush integration
Exclusive, complete stainless steel design (doors and handles)
Interior light
Extra space for drinks instead of the freezer compartment
Wine bottle racks available as option
Power Consumption: 400W/24Hr
Cutout Dimensions: 29.6h x 21.4w x 21.8d
Weight: 60 Lbs

Available Models:
1130BA1MK0000 ‐ Cruise 130 Drink Stainless Steel ‐ DC Only, Right Swing, 4‐Sided SS Flange (No Freezer)
1130BA1NK0000 ‐ Cruise 130 Drink Stainless Steel ‐ DC Only, Left Swing, 4‐Sided SS Flange (No Freezer)
1130BA7MK0000 ‐ Cruise 130 Drink Stainless Steel ‐ AC/DC, Right Swing, 4‐Sided SS Flange (No Freezer)
1130BA7NK0000 ‐ Cruise 130 Drink Stainless Steel ‐ AC/DC, Left Swing, 4‐Sided SS Flange (No Freezer)
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